Parking and Shuttles

August 17, 2021

Heavy traffic is common at the beginning of the semester. Your patience and understanding are greatly appreciated as everyone adjusts to changes in traffic patterns and parking zones. The University continues to assess the parking situation and is committed to providing you with updated parking information:

Please consider the following tips to ease your individual parking situation:

- Numerous parking spaces are available at North Oak Park. If driving north on N. Oak Street, the park entrance is on the left just past the Physical Plant. This parking lot is a short walk over the park footbridge to the Textbook Rental Lot.
- Plan to arrive on campus about 30 to 45 minutes early for the first 2 weeks of classes.
- Familiarize yourself with parking zones prior to the start of the fall semester by clicking here. Map out your walking routes to class based on the new zones to minimize the possibility of being late for class. Click here to access the campus Walking map.
- Upperclassmen should park in the garage, Cefalu lot, General Pershing Lot or North Oak Park instead of spending time circling around smaller lots. It only takes a few minutes to walk from any parking lot to any building on the main campus.
- LionTraxx is running additional shuttles Monday - Thursday to minimize wait time. Please note that LionTraxx routes and stops have changed from previous semesters. For more information please click here or southeastern.edu/traxx for live GPS updates.
- All Shuttles will have reduced capacity for passenger safety.
- Masks must be worn while on the shuttle

Fall 2021 will only have 6 shuttle stops:

1. University Center, Section 2, on N General Pershing Extension
2. Student Union Southwest side of Library
3. N General Pershing St near Pennington Student Activity Center and Lab School
4. University Center, Section 6, on Lion Lane
5. Text Book Rental near Lion Lane
6. Covered Pavilion in Southeastern Oaks/ Greek Village

Please review the University Parking Operations Rules and Regulations for more details at southeastern.edu/parking. Be sure to follow @SLU_Parking on Twitter and @southeastern_parking on Instagram for real-time parking updates.